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You Asked, We Answered:
Investing Outlook Heading into Year-End

EARNINGS ARE IN A NEGATIVE TREND AND
STOCKS, DESPITE LOTS OF UP AND DOWN
MOVEMENT, ARE GOING NOWHERE. WHAT’S
GOING ON?

— In our view, the challenges facing the U.S. and by
extension the U.S. stock market are not only real, they are
interconnected.

— These challenges include dollar strength; declin-
ing commodity prices and soft energy prices; weakening
and turbulent economies in China and the emerging world;
and pending Fed Rate hikes, at a time when most global
central banks are embracing increasingly accommodative
policies.

— In tandem, these interconnected factors increase
the risk to U.S. earnings growth, which in our view is the
key driver of stock market performance.

— During July through September, investors lost con-
fidence in U.S. stocks in response to weak earnings and fears
of global slowdown.

— Disappointing nonfarm payrolls for September and
slower growth in 3Q15 GDP suggest the U.S. cannot es-
cape unscathed from resets in emerging economies.

— Overall, however, recent data on the U.S. economy has
been solid, even as global turmoil increases risks to the outlook.

— What’s unusual is that the domestic consumer
economy has remained strong in spite of these challenges.

— While the U.S. is not impervious to foreign conta-
gion, we believe global risks to the U.S. economy are not as
severe as the domestic stock market was pricing in during
July through September.

— We would turn it around to say that global turbu-
lence, weakness in resource economies, and discordant rate
policy on a global basis all underscore the inherent value in
financially strong U.S. equities.
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DOES WEAK 3Q GDP SIGNAL THAT THE U.S. CAN-
NOT RIDE ABOVE ALL THIS GLOBAL TURMOIL?

— Despite very real global challenges, the U.S. con-
sumer has remained relatively resilient, and the consumer
economy continues to lead U.S. economic expansion.

— The advance reading on 3Q15 GDP showed tepid
growth of 1.5%. But the weakness primarily reflected draw-
downs in inventories.

— U.S. inventories in 3Q declined by about $60 bil-
lion, the largest such contraction since the third quarter of
2011. The change in inventories subtracted 1.4 percentage
points from growth, the most since 2012.

— We believe that replenishment of depleted invento-
ries will combine with end demand to accelerate growth in
coming quarters.

— Meanwhile, the rest of the 3Q15 GDP report showed
solid trends in consumer and business activity. Personal Con-
sumption expenditures were up 3.2%, led by 6.7% growth in
durable goods and not much behind 3.6% in 2Q15.

— In a positive sign for future consumer spending, dis-
posable personal income grew at a 3.5% pace in 3Q15, bet-
ter than 2Q’s 1.2% growth.

— Non-residential fixed investment, a proxy for capi-
tal spending, grew at a healthy 2.9% rate in 3Q. Spending on
housing grew, as did spending on technology equipment.

— While exports were negative, weak imports canceled
that effect. The federal government and state governments
are spending again.

— On a trailing six-quarter basis (2Q14 through 3Q15),
U.S. GDP growth has averaged 3.0%.

— The GDP outlook remains challenging as dollar
strength and reduced demand in struggling economies im-
pact exports. But don’t count out the U.S. consumer.

(continued on next page)
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WHAT IS THE PROGNOSIS FOR EARNINGS?
They have been flat to down so far in 2015.
— Earnings are a top concern, because growth in S&P

500 earnings has been closely correlated to U.S. stock perfor-
mance during the bull market that began in March 2009.

— With about 72% of companies having reported, earn-
ings for calendar 3Q15 are down 3.0% year-over-year on a
simple average basis, and about flat excluding Energy.

— Earnings are up 4.5% on a market-cap-weighted ba-
sis, suggesting larger firms like Apple are preserving earnings
growth better than smaller and midsized firms. Backing out
energy from market-cap-weighted comparisons, earnings for
3Q are up 10%.

— Argus Investment Strategy forecast earnings of $120
for 2015, down from a prior forecast of $125 and essentially
flat with the $119 earned in 2014.

— Strong dollar impacts on foreign demand and nega-
tive earnings comparisons in the energy & commodities sec-
tors are the primary drivers of our lower estimate.

— Backing out energy earnings, we expect full-year earn-
ings to increase in high single digits for 2015.

— Energy prices have somewhat normalized. 3Q15 will
be the worst comparison quarter, and the impact from tough
comparisons in the energy sector will begin receding in 4Q15.
Energy earnings comps will be fairly neutral beginning in 1Q16.

— The decline in commodity prices has been more pro-
longed, but materials make up less than 3% of the S&P 500
sector weight.

— Beyond commodity-sensitive sectors, dollar strength
hurts earnings via unfavorable revenue repatriation and loss of
competitiveness for all companies doing business overseas.

— We expect the worst of the repatriation negatives to
be anniversaried in 3Q15, with this impact receding in 4Q15
and rolling off altogether early in 2016.

— Reduced competitiveness is an “evergreen” problem
as long as the dollar is strong. We expect this negative to im-
pact U.S. multinationals for several more quarters.

— We look for a 10% earnings recovery for 2016, to
$132 in S&P 500 earnings. Our forecast is predicated on easier
EPS comps, as strong dollar and weak-oil impacts are
anniversaried, and on stabilization and recovery in the emerg-
ing world.

DOES ARGUS THINK CHINA
IS GETTING BETTER OR WORSE?

— China reported 6.9% GDP growth for 3Q15, the weak-
est official reading since the Great Recession (1Q09) but above
the Street’s 6.7% consensus forecast.

— More importantly, China has devalued its currency
and cut interest rates six times in 2015 to stimulate its economy.

— China has now dialed down its five-year growth out-
look, to a still strong 6.5% annual GDP growth rate.

— The challenge facing China’s leadership is to keep the
economy expanding while simultaneously executing a shift
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from a manufacturing-driven economy to one driven by con-
sumer spending.

— A consumer-driven economy is less subject to vola-
tility in global demand for China’s exports. For China’s lead-
ership, more stable employment created within a consumer-
based economy will also contribute to a more stable politi-
cal environment.

— U.S. exposure to China is not fully understood in
the public mind. In 2014, U.S. exports to China of $124 bil-
lion were about 5.3% of our total exports and equivalent to
about 0.7% of our total GDP.

— U.S. trade activity with China did fall off sharply in
August. Concern about emerging economy weakness is real.
At the same time, the European Union and non-U.S. North
America (Canada and Mexico) account for nearly 60% of
our exports.

— We would say China is getting neither better nor
worse amid its transition, and that the China that emerges
from this transition will be a stronger partner. We also think
U.S. sensitivity to China is overstated.

THE FED IS STILL ON THE FENCE. IS THAT CAUS-
ING MORE HARM THAN GOOD, OR IS THE FED
WISE TO WAIT ON RATE HIKES?

— The Fed’s reluctance to change its rate policy is now
perceived by many investors as a bigger problem than any
actual rate hike. We believe the Fed, first through its talk and
then through its inaction, has created a negative feedback
loop.

— Fed officials first began talking about the imminence
of more restrictive rate policy over a year ago. That caused
the dollar to strengthen, which – given the fact that oil and
industrial materials are priced in dollars – contributed to sharp
declines in energy and commodity prices. That hurt already
shaky resource-based emerging economies.

— Now, the Fed is stalling on its first rate hike because
of emerging economy instability related to tumbling com-
modity prices – caused, many on the Street now feel, by the
Fed’s announced rate-hike intensions and worsened by sub-
sequent foot-dragging.

— In our view, the Fed is taking forever to remove its
accommodative band aid, when a quick rip would have been
warranted.

— What is frustrating is that the Fed’s caution appears
misplaced. Time and again, the U.S. stock market has shown
that it can continue to advance amid a higher rate cycle.

— The stock market typically continues to rise in the
early stages of the rate cycle before performance degrades
late in the rate cycle.

WHAT DID WE LEARN
FROM THE SUMMER SELLOFF?

— The 2015 crash mimicked the 2011 crash. Both of
these pre-Presidential election years had sharp summer
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selloffs leading to August lows.
— Both experienced failed rebounds, retested lows late

in September, and rallied in October. The 8% gain in October
2015 is the strongest monthly showing since October 2011,
when the S&P rallied almost 11%.

— The other analogy is that stocks went nowhere in 2011,
just as they have pretty much gone nowhere this year.

— The big difference, however, is that earnings grew
17% in 2011, while earnings are on track to be flat to down
for 2015.

— Because earnings grew in double digits in 2011
while the stock market was unchanged, the “valuation
spring” was rewound. For the following three years of 2012
through 2014, the stock market averaged 18.1% capital
appreciation.

— In 2015, while the market is basically flat, so too are
earnings. On the upside, the U.S. corporate sector, as captured
within the S&P 500, continues to earn at a very high level. On
the downside, this high level of earnings is increasingly reli-
ant on domestic-facing companies isolated from global trends
and trade.

DOES THAT MEAN STOCKS ARE OVERPRICED?
— Despite real challenges to growth and currently flat

earnings, our stock market outlook remains positive. Stocks
remain below peak prices while U.S. companies continue to
earn at historically high levels.

— Based on our normalized earnings calculation of
$119 and current S&P 500 prices in the 2,075 range, current
earnings yield is around 5.9%. We calculate that, given cur-
rent real bond yields and inflation, earnings yield should be
around 5.30%. This suggests that the S&P 500 is about 8%-
9% below fair value at current levels.

— We expect turbulence and instability to persist, driv-
ing frequent and unpredictable investing shifts. With even
healthcare participating in the downturn, no single sector
appears overvalued.

— Many high-quality stocks that sold off on non-fun-
damental weakness remain meaningfully below peak July
prices, even though their fundamentals are largely intact.

— Despite well documented challenges, solid eco-
nomic activity & earnings fundamentals underpin the attrac-
tiveness of U.S. equities.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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